IlIp.
The reductions (Elementary paraphrastic transformations)

III
d.
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These

are, generally,

reduced phonemic shape

or distance which

an

operator or its argurent may optionally (in a few cases, requiredly) take when

the operator enters upon that argument to

make

the resultant sentence.

is no ordering of the reductional variants other than that
of the conditions

needed

due

There

to the arising

for the variant. Roughly, rde can say that the

reduced

is available to operators (or arguments) whose informational contribution
in respect to its argunent (or operator) is reduced. Their informational
shape

contribution is related to their relative likelihood, i.e. their selectional

properties, and to their relations of occurrence in respect to the operators
and arguments which have entered up

differ

among

some words

to that moment. Since these properties

the words of an operator set, the availability of a variant for

of the set

and

not others involves the imposing of a restriction

on

the set of r:nrestricted operators: namely the boundary of the subset which can
take the variant.

l-.
1.1

Many-one variants.

Pronoun For Rep_elition.
On any operator X

with two or

more arguments there may appear a meta-

discourse operator argument l.n has same word (or: referent) as argument 2.m,
where

n,

m

are addresses in arguments 1 and 2 respectively; the addresseg are

necessarily the identificat.ions of the ordered operator-entry of the given

into the sentence. This operator enables the word at either address to
take a pronoun as replacement or addition. We can consider that the meLa-

word

discourse operator can move to right after either of the addresses mentioned

in it (III 2.4). Then, if the operator states same instance (or referent) it
is replaced by an adjectival pronor:n (e.g. the, -th"!_): Some water spilled
and

I wiped up some water witL

argument

1.1

same

instance as 2.2lSome water

IIIp.
spilled

and

I wiped up the water. This takes place only at the later

2

address.

Alternatively (with possibly somewhat different conditions) the word at either
address together

with its follor,oing

metadiscourse operator are repla'ced by

a

pronoun: he, she, it if the word is an elementary argument (and only these,

not --in English-- ..1qhe, it the word is a proper name), these plus self if

the

operator X over the word is Onn, that and so (with certain other pronouns) if
the word is itself an argument. The only positions in which the variant can-

not occur are (1) the first address if the operator

X has taken

a sentence-

period as variant (i.e. if the first occurrence of the word is in a preceding
sentence), and (2) the first argument (subject) of a tensed first operator
under

X. (This has some rare exceptions, and examples are given below.) In

a

very few positions (e.g. in the second argument of Onn, Orro) the pronouning is

not optional but (al-most) reguired:

is il1 (with he, not the

Johrr washed

himself, A man knows

when he

man).

Under Orrrr, Otrr' we have the reguired self, e.g. John saved himself from

himself

,

and optionall-y (mostly) under a few prepositional

Orr: John placed

it near hiur(self).
Under Ooo we

find the

pronouns

in all positions,

though much more

frequently in the second occurrence:
Doctors I bad results with l-obotomy led to their avoiding it
altogether.
Doctorsr bad results with it led to their avoiding lobotomy

altogether.
Their bad results with lobotomy led the doctors to avoid it
altogether.
Their bad erlpe'rriace results with it led the doctors to avoid
lobotomy altogether.
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the first operator is tensed (IV 2), its subject is not pronounable

from later oecurrence (condition (2) above)
Doctors avoided lobotomy because of their bad results with it.

f

They avoided lobotomy because of doctorsf bad resul-ts

(rrrl-ess the they

with it.

is a repetition of a word tn a preceding sentence).

But

other fi-rst occurrences can still- be pronouned from later ones (though uncourfortably)

:

Doctors avoided it altogether because of their bad results with
lobotomy.

John had seen her often before he
Mary cal1ed
When

does

first

met Mary

(or: ...before

to hin).

the second argument r:nder 0oo is permuted (III 2.5), the pronouning

not have to be considered as taking place before or after the permutation,

but as being independent of it.
Because

Permutation alone

is

seen

in, e.g.

of doctorsr bad results with lobotomy, doctors

avoided

lobotomy.
Because doctors had bad result.s

with lobotomy, doctors

avoided

lobotomy.

Pronouning without pennutation

is

seen

in the

examples

above. The results of

pronouning and permutatlon, actlng independently, i-s seen
Because

of their bad results with

in, e.g.

l-obotomy, doctors avoided

it

a1-together.
Because

of doctorsr bad results with it, they avoided lobotomy

altogether.
Because doctors had bad

results with lobototrDr, they avoided it

altogether.
Because they had bad

altogether.

results with it, doctors avoided

lobotomy

IIIp.

The

fact that first occurrences (except for the subject)

without the

Ooo permutation makes

it

unneeessary

4

can be pronotmed even

to say that the pronouning

which takes place with the permutation takes place after the permutation: the
two are unordered.
Under Or,o, Oorrt

That she had remernbered John surprised Mary.
That Mary had remembered John surprised her.
That Marv had seen him was knor,rn to John.
That Mary had seen John was
Mary was surprised
Stre was

{

that

knor^m

to hin.

she had remembered John.

surprised that Mary had

remembered John.

(unless She is pronouned from a preceding sentence).
John believed

that

4 "" believed that

Marv had seen him.
Mary had seen John.

But: That Marv had seen John was his firm belief.
What surprised Mary was

that she remembered

What surprised her most was

(It is especially clear that her is

that

John.

Mary had remembered John.

pronouned from the following Mary

if

the

her is r:nstressed, and if no feminine nouns appear in preceding sentences.)

fact that variants are selected on1-y as an operator meets its arguments and not thereafter may be seen in the following: In (a) John_believes
The

that John is ill only the
the first

is the first

second occurrence

of

John

is pronounable,

subject (condition (2) above).

enters, we have Johnrs belief that John is il-l

may

When

because

a further operator

be for the best, where

again only the second occurrence is pronotrnable. One might have thought that

the change from John to Johnrs makes the first
pronogning;

but the

John believes

that

occurrence norr avail-able for

pronoun was determined as between

John

is i11,

and the issue

the two occurrences in

is not subject to being

reopened

IIIp.
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when

a further operator enters. The situation is different in Johnrs phoning

Mary

led to Maryrs inviting Johg-tHis phoning Mary led to Maryrs inviting

because here when

the two occurrences of John were brought together by 1ed to,

the first was already in Lhe form Johtt'q,.

is

Now

if on (a) the further operator

best for John, we obtain Johnrs belief that he is ill

may be

John

may be

best for

J9@ (or ...for him), but also His belief that he is ill- may be best for John:
here the first occurrence has indeed been pronotrred, but in respect to the
newly added for John and not by reopening any prior construction.
There are some

limitations on condition (2) above:

or the driver wouldnrt

tired so John

possibly lle must have known it

decided to stop ((-John was tired...);
dangerous

He was

have stopped ((-The

driver must...);

was
Sher s

gone to Boston, has Jane.

Condition (1) above means that while forrvard pronouning occurs within
sentence, it does not occur across sentence boundary.

(a)

The Indians

distrust the

government

(b)

The Indians

government

a

We have

for the Indians

know the

only too well

distrust it for they know the government only

too we1l.
But if

(a)

The Indians

distrust the government.

government onl-y too

we do

The Indians know the

well.

not obtain

/I fft" Indians distrust it.
When

They know

the metadiscourse operator is

same

the government too well.

word (i.e. any referent covered

by the word) rather than same referent we can have the variant one or it.
This use of one is a pronoun and not a number, as is seen in I{e took a

I took a large one, He has a small pen and I lrave a few large
Time is va1uable, so do not waste it.

pen and

smal1

onesl

IIIp.
I, you are variants which a noun in

argument 3

of g1 (ff 3)
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takes

(together with " ", ITT 2.2) trrder the metadiscourse operator.same as argument

(respectively, 2) of say.
the arguments of g

Thus John

said to Frank that John saw Frank

are (1) John, (2) Fr_ank, (3) John

saw

(where

Frank), under the

operator 3.1 is same referent as l- and 3.2 is same referent as_2 yields

John

said to Frank: I saw you.
In addition to the repetitional (referential) pronoun there are the
deictic that, it, etc.

These are merely nouns (elementary arguments or adJec-

Lives meaning "a particular thing")
"t and therefore having a very large seleetion
of operators on them. In most cases they can be made referential by adding to
the discourse a mention of the thing in question. Thus for the deictic That
man

is

John we can

insert I see (or: gpgq

under the

operator argument 1.2 has same referent as argument 2.1: then the second a
can be replaced by

(III 1.4)

that man, or he; given that

and obrain a

man we can

zero I see a

man

man

deictic that.

1.2 Zero for repetition.
The address-bearing operator

of 1.1

pl-us the word

at the later

address are

replaced by zero phonemes, rather than by a pronoun, when the addresses are of

certain kinds under certain operators.

L.z.L
if the

Under and,

addresses

or (and under certai-n derived conjunctions

of the words are the

same

MarY

we have

John

saw

and phoned Mary

(after permutation III 2.4), but in
John

saw

Mary and Mary phoned John

we have no zeroing and only pronouning, to

John

saw

Mary and she phoned hirn.

!g!)

r,rithin the two arguments, the zero

variant is available at the second address. Thus from
John saw Mary and John phoned

such as

1

IIIp.
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It is neeessary that if the two like words (the zeroed one and its
\
antecedentl ate themselves operators, their operator-rel-ations to their further
arguments be

the same, for othe::nrise the two words do not have the

same

referent

in respect to their arguments. Thus from
Ile read a letter and he read a lecture
we obtain

IIe read a letter and a lecture.

But from
Ile read her a l-etter and he read her (quite) a lecture,

ln which the

second has read as an aspectual operator on

her (quite),

He lectured
we do

not obtain
.fJ".He read her a letter and quite a Leeture.

Sinilarl-y

from

IIe took an unbrella and he took a walk
we do

not obtaln

/ tt. toot an r.mbre11a and a walk
since the tlro occurrences of took are words of different operator sets,
Oo aspectual

one an

operator on IIe walked and the other an Orro elernentary operator

the pair he, r:mbrell-a.
The conditions above permit
He planned

to go there

and she

didnrt htant to.

to be reachable by zeroing from both

and:

He planned

to go there and she didnrt want to plan to go there.

IIe planned

to go there and she did?t want to go there.

since the zeroed words have the

same

operator reLation to the residual words

(including tense) of the seeond argument as their antecedents have to the
para1le1 (residual) ones of the first argument.

on

IIIp.
In keeping with these conditions, zeroing occurs

where box

by

The box was caught

by them but slipped,

is first

argument

between passive and active:

but the box slipped

The box was caught

them

8

of is....en (the passive operator)

and

of slip.

But zeroi-ng does not occur if a second argument is.merely permuted to first
place:

This say we all but this is untrue.
does

not zeto to
{ fni" say we all but is untrue.
If the operator X (l-.L) on which the metadi-scourse operator acts has taken

sentence-period as variant (IV 1) the onJ-y address at which zeroing

regularly occur is the second operator with its
tense on it.

second argument

can

but without the

That is to say that (in general-) across sentence boundary

verb with its object is zeroable: I wrote a letter.

He

wil-l later (f

on1-y

IIe

will

write a letter later).
L.2.2 Under the comparative conjunction, complex zeroings occur. It will
u
be seen itl5.1 that the comparative construction can be obtai-ned from wh on
the elementary operator as nors_lhgq, is less than.

Thus

People read more books than (they were) expected

(to read).

People read more books than had been bought
can be derived from

People read books which were more than the books which people were
expected

to

read.

People read books rohich were more thart the books which had been
bought.

There are certain zeroings whlch can occur, by the conditions given belornr in

L.2.3 for wh, e.g. in non-comparative wh sentence similar to the

above:

IIIp.
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Peopl-e read books r,*rieh were near the books which people were

expected

to

read

People read books which were near the books which had been bought
(Here

rnre

uright expect zeroings to:
People read books near those they were expected to
People read books near what had been bought.)

It is clear that. the wh forms with more than can have

to those with near, etc. Furthermore,
have been obtained from wh ones

with

some

zeroings additional-

many comparative sentences,

more

after

they

than, take zeroings which are quite

different from those under wh, but are rather like the zeroings under and
(though not

entirely identical to these).

Thus

Men read more books than women (do).

can be obtained from
Men read books wtrich are more than the books which women read,

but if the latter

htere

not conparative, e.8. if it

Men read books which are near
we would

was

the books which

women read,

not be able to zero the second read as we can in the comparative.

The derivation
di.scussed

E
in^5.1.

of the comparative fromqh,

The differences

and

its zeroings, will

in zeroing are not

be

1-arge, and can be con-

sidered to be due to the exceptional likelihood of syrnmetry in two

compared

sentences. In the present secti-on, we are considering rePetitional zeroing
whlch is due to the fact that the metadiscourse operator stating tha a given

is a repetition of another reduces to zero the information
contributed by the given word-occurrence. In III 1.4, we will- see that certain

word-occurrence

words ate zerogfle under a given operator if they are the appropriate (i.e.
favored) rnrords to occur in the given position under the given operator. In
3'f

the discussi-on of the conparative in TY^2, we will- see that under the comparative operator what is appropriate is the fact of repetition: That is, what is

IIIp.
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favored is the situation of hawing various parts of the two sentences be

identical while their residues are being contrasted. I{ence the repeated
portions are zeroed beyond what they would be if the two sentences
some

rnrere und'er

other operator than the comparative.
L.2.3 As to Ooo (other than and, or, wh),,most of these permit zeroing

under them of Lhe second operator and its second argument, or else of its first
argument alone:

Johnrs learring early was due to Maryrs.
He made mistakes while waiting for a call.

His making mistakes was while waiting for a call-.
(In the case of whi1e, when with untensed second operator, zeroing its first

is required.)

g

e.g. because, i-O,
13.3,
the second sentence (and under wh either one) can zero a repeated operator
argument

rrith

Under the conjr:nctional form

seeond argument (leawing the

tense), or (under certain conjunctions)

a

first argunent plus the operator is:
I witl

go because she

wi11. (Rarel-y: I wi11,

because she

wil-l

go.)

I will- go if invited.
People who

L.2.4

cantt smoke shouldnrt. People

Under Orro,

that the first

for certain

argument

of the

subsidiary operator, €.g. like:

likgs his finishing the job,
come

Orro

who

such operators there

is the

John

same as

cantt shouldntt

is a high likelihood

the first

argument

likes for him(self) to be first,

though there also

smoke.

of

the

John

exists John likes for her to

on time, John likes their bringing presents. In such Orre, if the sub-

sidiary subject is indeed the

same

as the main one (by the metadiscourse

operator), it is zeroed: John likes to be first, John likes finishing the job.
For other such operators, the high likelihood is that the second argument of

the subsidiary operator should be the

same as

e.g. undergo (and less strongly so, suffer):
tion of him (or: their investigating him),

the first

argument

John unde::rrrent
John suffered

of the

Ons'

theit investiga-

their defeating hig

IIIp.
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The peasants suffered the

invadersr repeated attacks against them. In such cases, when the object is

it is zeroed. (In the above examplesr'

indeed the same as the nain subject,

the subject of the subsidiary operator is also zeroed, but as in^definite,

III 1.3.)

Thus:

John r:nderwent the investigation
John suffered defeat

(at their

(or: their investigation)

hands)

The peasants suffered repeated attacks.

Similarly, there are Orrrro for which the likelihood is that the subject of
the subsidiary operator be the same as the second argument of the Orrno, as in

urge:

John urged Frank

that Frank go, which is then zeroed to

to go, although there is also the less likely
And there are Orrrro

Jghn urged Frank

John urged Frank

that

Mary go.

for which the likelihood is that the subject of the subsidi-

ary operator be the

same

as the second argunent of the

command: John ordered Frank

thq.11

Or,.no,

fra"k_gg John ordered

as in order,

Franlc

to go,

there is also a mueh less likelv John ordered Frank that the children
time thereafter. There are various
and zeroings,

Frank

e.g. offer:

Orrrro

come on

with more eomplicated likelihoods

John offered Frank

to go, although there is also

though

that

John would go{John offered

John offered Frank

for Frank to sit

on

the stage which is perhaps zeroable to John offered Frank to sit on the stage.

In
first

many Orro and Onno,

argument

argument

is

if the subsidiary operator has the form to V its

zeroed by repetiLion,

is zeroed as indefinite (III 1.3):
I prefer to swim, I
I prefer

In operators
or

but if it has the form Vj11g_, its first

swimming,

showed

I

him (how) to play chess.

showed hinr chess-playing.

where the subsidiary subject must be the same as the

second argunrent

of the Orrrro the best anal-ysis is to consider the

first

Orroo as

having one argument 1ess, i.e. as being Ooo or Oorr. Thus John prornised Frank

IIIp.
to go should perhaps be analyzed as Johnts going was a promise to Frank,
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and

the set which includes John expected Frank to fal1, John prevented Frank from
falling should be analyzed as Orro: John expected Frankrs falling,
Frankfs falling.

However some of these restrictions

John p{evented

apply only to the reduced

form, and should therefore be considered reductions on an Orrrro. Thus for
promise we have John prourised Frank that the day would be nice, ete.

reduction of that...r.rou1d... to for...to...

with zeroed first part)

The

happens

only to most like1y case after promise: where the subject of the argumentverb is the same as the subject of promise.
1.3 Zero fot eonstants.
There are certain words which,

of environment,

impose no

in all

occurrences

or in particul-ar kinds

selection orlf,neir arguments or operators. In these
t

situations, these words function as constants, introducing no information into
the discourse at that point; and in many sentence-positions they can take
zero as variant.

1.3.1 One example is the indefinite notn (or ttpronoun") a thing,

some-

thing, things, someone, anyone, and the like, which is zeroable as second
argument of very many operators: He readsfHe reads things or the like,

He

is going to eat He is going to eat something, but not after wear: ql n. t.t.".
As first

argument, the indefinite is not zeroable unless it has the operand-

indicator of bei-ng under a further operator, Ono, Ooo, etc., €.9. I
chess-g_layingfl watched people's chess playing,

Swinuning

r,ratched

there is dangerous(i-

Anyoners srrimming there is dangerous, To win it is to become rich*For

one to

win it is for one to become rich.
Together

of

many

with the zeroing of which is (III 1.3.2)

peculiar forms.

have a zeroing from

Thus

we have here

the source

it is clear that in I never eat her cooking

I never eat anything which is her

cooking.

we

IIIp.
The zero

variant can also be taken by words which have no selection in

respect to a set of operators, when they are under operators of the set.
words such as
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set,

group have high

likelihood as first.

arguments

Thus

of certain

operators (e.g. gather). Under most. other operators they are not independent

of, include, or

when they intervene between these operators and consist

like:

If

the

we have A qroup which ineluded John and which included Frank and

which included Mary gathered at the corner (from wh on A group gathered at the

corrler, A group included John, etc.), we obtain A group which included John

and

Frank and Mary gathered at the corner. Here group is zeroable as an indefinite
and including (or which included) is zeroable as appropriate to it

(III 1.4),

yielding John and Frank and MaIy gathered at the corner.
In this way we can also see how to
disease and eancer struck do*
sentence (whether union

X_-pg-gp.l=.

decompose sueh

it 197tr. A11 interpretations of this

or intersect of these diseases) are given by: A set

of diseases which consisted of heart disease
1974

with zeroing of a set of

seleetion in this

a sentence as Heart

diseases which consisted

struk

down X people

in

of which contributes

no

and cancer

3?-r.".tence.

L.3.2 After the second argument of wh (II 7) has been
addressee (III

rnoved

to after its

2.4), the which is can be zexoed whereupon the residue, if

an

adjective, (defined in IV 3.1) rnoves further, to before the addressee (III 2.5):
The book which is expensive has arrived+rTbe e><pensive book has arrived.

Although this which is is a constant here and its presence is recogrrLzable
even after it has been zeroed, the zeroing does not occur without an addi-

tional likelihood consideration: the residue A of this zeroing has to have
high 1-ikelihood of being a property (hence a subset) of the antecedent
addressee, where the antecedent necessarlly includes all "modifiersrt which

have already joined the addressee before the entry of A.

IIIp.
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way the

L4

adjectival words before a noun get to be arranged so that

increasing closeness to the noun e4presses increasing permanence as properties

of that noun: a cracked blue glass pitcherf a pitcher which is of glass,.
a glass piteher which is blue, a blue glass pitcher

r^rhich

is craeked.

Non-

adjectives do not irfgeneral move Leftward: the man hereG-the man who is here.
tIf the post-which is word is a noun, it is called appositional: rny friend the
ambassadortmy friend who is the ambassador. (In compound nouns, III

L.4.2,

the post-which is words are prepositions, eLc., which are zeroed.)
The

likelihood requirement on zeroing which is explai-ns the apparently

semantic sequences
and

of time-words.

We

have

at 3 P.M.

Tuesday, March

sirnilar sequences, but not e.g. t at 3P.M. at 4 P.M. on Tuesday

4,

1973,

Wednesday.

However if we consider the forms without zeroing of which is we find that

Lhere

exist such sequences as at 3 P.M. which is at 4 P.M. on Tuesday whieh is

Wednesday

(e.g. if

one

is crossing the international date-line

involved in daylight-saving).

and

is

also

The only difference is that here the which is

are not zeroed, for the reason given above. Thus the other sequences of
Eime-words exist in sentences, but which is is zeroed only for the more likely
sequences.

1.3.3 There is

one operator

(with its first arguments) which occurs at

the start of every discourse, and at

many

internal poi-nts, and which is zero-

able as being a consLant: ubiquitous and selectionless. This is I say

(or: report) (to you), or N says (or: reports)
names

of speaker and hearer.

will be seen in

TV

a sentence there

The importance

of

(!g-_U) where N and M are the

assuming the existence

2. There are many indications that at almost

may occur word-sequences which can on1-y have

any

We can

point in

arisen there

to a (zeroed) I say to you operating on the sentence. To give only
example:

of this

due

one

say The New York Times said that that stupid A--B-- is not

going to resigrr. Now of course the Times did not say that A--B-- was stupid.

IIIp.
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What makes it. possible to say the above sentence is that it is zeroed from
The New York Times says that A--B-- who I say is stupid is not goiEq to resigo.
The I say can be freely zeroed, and then who is is zeroed by 1.3.2, and the

result is the given sentence.
1.3.4 A final zeroing of selectionless segments is the case of individual
operators composed of more than one morphemic portion:

one portion can be

zeroed leaving the residual portion Lo constitute the presence of the operator.
Thus

it will be seen (III 2.1) that for the time-order operator before

affix an -ed to its first argument, so that (! report)

we

Johnrs wal-king before

the nursets return becomes John walked before the nursefs return (IV 2);

when

the nursers return is zeroable as repetition, we are left r^rith He walked

before. In this situation,

where -ed before are two parts

of a single operator,

the second portion can be zetoed, J-eaving He walked. Of course, before

was

the original operator, and the steps sketehed above led to its replacement

-ed. But this will be understood
1.4 Zero for appropriate words.

more

by

fully in IV 2.

In certain operand-argument combinings a very important situation arises:
of the participants has a r:nique status in respect to the oLher, in most
cases as being by far the most likely one there. We will say that it is the

one

appropriate word in respect to the given operator or argument. In this situa-

tion, the appropriate

word brings

little

informational contribution to the

resulting sentence, and it can take zero as a variant.

1.4.1 A sinple example is that of expect.

The second argument

is generally an operator (equivalently, a sentenee):

John gxpects

of

exPect

llreir

departure at 6. However there are also certain elementary arguments which
appear

here:

John expects

Frank. It

may then be noted

these which occurs here can also be the

is here, { John expects time, {
t-

Time

first

argument

that every one of

of is here: J

Frank

is here. Indeed, if we supPly be here,

IIIp.
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come, or the like after every noun-object of expect, we obt\Ln Johg expects

Frank to be here, etc.; and the inequalities of these sentences (ineluding

$ John expects time to be here) as compared with those with noun-object (lohn
expects Frank, { John expects time) shows that the latter are transforms of

the former, obtained by zeroing on to be here.
that expects is both
from

Orro and Onnr

no longer need to

We then

say

for the apparent Otrtr occurrences are zeroed

Orro.

A similiar situation arises in He _reads Shakespeare from He reads the

writings of Shakespeare or He reads things which Shakespeare wrote

(where

things which is zeroing of the indefinite as in l-.3.1, and hrrote is a zeroing

of the "appropriate"

second argument

of ree4). It is this zeroing which

explains He read some (of) Shakespeare, He read a lot of Shakespeare.
The effeet of appropriate zeroing in this situation is in general to
change the object-requirement of an operator (e.g. from Orro to an apparent Onn).

L.4.2 If we consider

compound nouns we

find that they can almost all

be

derj-ved in a single way from a main noun followed by zeroable which is (f.3.2)

followed by an appropriate preposition or verbal adjective (in effect is

specially for) followed by a notn

(whose form nay be

and appropriate word are zeroed, the foLLowing noun
main noun

(III 2.5) with

compound-stress on the

y.ry.);

is

two.

when the which

permuted

to before

is

the

Thus school:lggktCbooks

which are for school, lecture notesfnotes which are for a lecture, color-slide

slide which is for color, milkman$man who is special for milk (or the like),

life-iacketl iacket which is specially for (preserving) life. The appropriaLe
words, which are zetoed, cannot always be reconstructed with certainty (if the
fu1l,

non-compound, form

is rare) but they generally

mean

specLally for'

belonging to, or the like.

In the

same

which is construction somewhat different appropriate preposi-

tions or verbal adjectives are zeroed with the residual

noun moving leftward

IIIp.
to

become

not a

compound-stressed

L7

but an adjective-stressed noun, with cor-

in its meaning. Thus, a metal chairea chair whieh is
(rnade) of metal, a wood firefa fire which is made of (or: with) wood, a Ming

responding difference

is of the type (or: class) Ming.
The appropriate prepositio"" (f"t, of, etc. above)

vase+ a vase rrhich

reduced forms

may themselves be

of appropriate verbs or adjectives which are more particular for

various sets of noun pairs (e.g.

made

of;

and

for the

compounds: intended

for,

to). The ef fect of this appropriate zeroing is to place notms to
the left of (i.e. before) another noun, as modifiers of that noun, but nearer

bel-onging

to it

Ehan

its adject.ives (which express its relatively less permanent pro-

perties, III I.3.2).
1.4.3

We

consider some different situation in whleh an operator has

zeroable appropriate arguments. In the quantity operators is more than,

is less than, is as much (or:
first

as, increase, etc.,

whose rnost

and seeond arguments are the nurnbers and amount, degree,

(e.g.

indefinite

arguments

below them

in turn. This is

under

lgany")

increase:

increased.

amount) are zeroable when there
somewhat

the

is an argument

tenative for single occurrences, e.g.

The students have increasedFThe number

Assuming

etc.,

1ikely

of students has

the zeroing of number, amount in such a sentence

depends

upon the question of whether student is indeed an argument of increase. The

matter can be seen more sharply in, e.g..

(a) A handful of coins were (or:

on the table, which could be most regularly described as zeroed frorn (b)

operating on qqi4q \^tere on the table in

above

wh

The amorsrt was a handful

. This

(from something like
some such

,

was)

would

yield

form as A hand-filling amount of coins were on the table, to (a)

(III 2.3).

The importance

of

some such

route lies in the principle of

going through the precise granmatical status of each morpheme in the sentence.

In (a) above, the coins did not fill

the hand, so that handful- would have to

IIIp.
be taken, ad hoc, figuratively

is literal).

(whereas in I am holding a handful of coins it

But in *a hand-ful amount of coins, which by III 2.3 would

redueed from a hand-filling
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be

amount of coi-ns, the word handful is derived from

the occurence of its component
The zeroing of indefinite

morphemes

in this very sentence, as is seen in (b).

amount, degree is more clearly established for

paired occurences under is more than, etc. (1.2.2):

They walk more than they

rijlsr They walk in an amor:nt which is more than the amor:nt to which they ride,
with in an amount, the amount (to) zeroed as appropriate, and which (is)
zeroed by 1.3.2.

(There is also They walk more (or:

rather) than (they) ride

comparing to the likelihood of the actions and not to their amorlrrts; this is

obtained directly, without zeroed amount.)
Rather similiar are the linear-order operators is before, is after, is
whose nosL likely

as

argurnents are moment, period, and other time-segment words,

and point, leve1 and other space words, and nany nouns (The tree is before

the house, Napoleon was before Lenin). The time-words are zeroable under
before, etc.; there is an operator under them in turn:

He_worked

before

arrived His working lasted throughout a period which was before the

she

moment at

which she arri-ved. The presence of period, moment, even though in zeroed form,

is seen in the preference of before for being followed by "momentaneous" or
frperfecti-ve" operators which select. moment and not period; similiarly until
prefers period as first

argument and moment as second. Thus / He torted before

she was working ({-His working lasted throughout a period which

r^ras

before

the period throughout which she was working), ! He worked until she arrivedfHis working was throughout a period which lasted until the

mornent

at which

she

arrj-ved,ft- ti. arrived until she was working which would be from the very
bizarre His arrival was at a moment (whj-ch lasted) until the period throughout
which she was woJking. One could say that beforers preference for momentaneous
verbs to fo11ow it, or trltilfs preference forttdurativett or ttimperfectivett verbs

IIIp.
as first argument and

momentaneous
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verbs as second argument, is simply the

selection of these eonjunctions as operators on verbs. But before., until
also have moment, period as arguments; and all

momentaneous

verbs also can have

at a moment on them and durative verbs can have throughout a period as operators
on theml and the verb selection of before, until can be obtained precisely
from the moment, period selection of the verbs. Henee by saying that the short
forms above are obtained by appropriate-zeroing of moment, period, we simplify

the selectional data, and the classification

of before, until (which then

do

not have to be Oo6 in addition to being Onn); and we get a characterization of
the aspectual properties of the sentence in terms of the operators actually
present in it (even if in zero form) rather than in terms of a granunatical
discussion made outside the sentence.
What is more important is that if we assigned verbs to two classes,
momentaneous and

durative, then for the time-conjtrnction we would have

grammatieal rule (e.g. until takes durative first

a

argument and momentaneous

second), whereas for the moment and period operators we would have on1-y a

strong selection:

His arrival was at a certain moment, His arrival- took place

at 3:52 are in the normal selection for arrive, but His arrival lasted throughout a certain period, His arrival lasted from 3:50 to 4 o?clock are not
impossible sentences; similarly His working lasted throughout a certain period

is in the normal selection for wofk, but His working occurred at 3:52 sharp
and that was it

for the day cannot be excluded by gramnar. Hence the situation

that we see is of momentaneous and durative operators which have a selectional
relation to verbs. Furthermore, the occurrence of

moment

or Period as argu-

ments of the time-conjunctions is al-so not so much a matter of grammatical

rul-e as of likelihood of combination: His arrival was at a moment ruhich lasted

untll the period throughout which she was working is not so rnuch ungrannnatical
as nonsensical, and

for special meanings (an important

moment which seemed to

IIIp.
last long?) rnight happen to be said.
working is more fittingly

tare.

What

is

In contrast,

He
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arrived until she was

describable as ungrannatical than as nonsensical or

ungrammatical here

is the zeroing.

position for the high-likelihood operator

Zeroirng occurs

in this

between verb and time-conjunction:

His working was throughout a period which lasted until.. I He worked until...;

...

but in His arrival was throughout a
His arrival r+as at a moment r^rhich lasted until ...,

and in

to the extent that these

rnight happen to be said, there is no zeroLng. This is a situation which applies

to a great many variants:

Particular operators have a high likelihood

on

certain arguments while other operators have a very smal1 likelihood on

them,

but nevertheless can be said, even if only nonsensically or in special circumstances. The reduced form of these operators, however, applies only to those

of high likelihood and not at all to the others, so that the occurrences of the
reduced form for the less likely

cases is not merely rare but j-s excluded.

It is thus that the reduced form is limited by a grammatical "rule", whereas
the full form is subject only to likel-ihood and r:nlikelihood, i.e. to selectlon.
I.4.4

In some cases an operator on two arguments is by far the

likely for certain sets of its arglunents.

When

most

it and these arguments are under

wh such an operator may then be zeroed. Thus the operator to last on a sentence
and a time-segment word is the appropriate one for that pair:

His speaking

lasted two hours (though one might also think of His speaking exceeded
h""r"),

two

His speaking is delayed two hours. Under wh we have llis speaking which

lasted two hours was before?He spoke lasting two hours (IV
a reduced forr H"

"pok.

2)

; here

we find

for tro hot.tts and a zeroed form He spoke two hours.

1.4.5 A clear example of appropriate zetoing is

when

a classificatory

operator is ful1y determined by the occurrence of the argument under it

and

the operator on it, which would not occur together except via this classifier.

E.g. in

The word

like has four letters (from

wtr operating on A word has four

IIIp.
letters,

The word

is like), the shortened form Like has four letters

it quite clear that the word is present, as operator
four letters, even though its

shape

is zero. (In

and argument

Mary has

2L

leaves

of like,

four letters

has

we have

both this analysis, and also an elementary sentence concerning four letters to
mail

, or four letters of the alphabet, being in Maryts possession.)
L.4.6 In 1.3. it was seen that an operator coul-d be zeroed if a portion

of it had been affixed to its argunent, as in He talked before lle tq{e{.

In 2.1, 2 it will be seen that just as -ed can be attached to the

arguments of

before, so interrogative and imperative and assertion intonations are attached

to the whether, that

arguments

of ask, request, say respectively.

However

in

the intonational case each of the determining operator is not unique because

it

can have various

first

and second arguments, and tense, before the whether

that: Nr asbs N^ whether...,., @..
ing operators are not zeroed as is before, in 1.3.3.

Ilence the determin-

and

However,

for

each one of

the three there is a distingulshed case, when the first two arguments are
respectively the speaker and the hearer (I and you) and the tense is present.
This has not only special likelihood, but also the r:nique property of being

performative:

When

the speaker says to the hearer I ask you: Is he

coming?

the question E he corning? has thereby been posed; it cannot be false thaL
the speaker is asking this. But if he says I asked you: Is he coming? or
John asks

Mary: Is he conring? the question is not thereby

statement

that it is

posed may be

false.

posed and the

The three segments

I ask yout I

request you, I say to you ate zeroable, as r:nique performatively-appropriate

portions of the three intonations which they had imposed on their respective

third arguments. Similarly, I report that is appropriately
tensed sentence

zeroed before the

that is its argument: I report that he went.

IIe wen!.

IIIp.
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L.4.7 Sentences which are connected by wh to a sentence 51 and which
explain the material in 51 can be appropriately-zeroed if the explanations are
self-evident to the hearer of 51; reintroducing them makes 51 derivable from
a more self-contained sentence.

In particular,

deictic pronouns can be thus derived form repetitional

ones: e.g. That nail wonrt holdfThat (or:
(or:
I

aur

the) nail of which I

arn speaking

which we are dealing with) wonlt hold, formed from wh on A nail wonrt hol-o,
speaking of a nail (or:

We

are dealing with a nail).

This applies also to metalinguistic grammatical and dictionary sentences
which give the operator relations and the definitions of the words in 51.
That these sentences can be presumed to have been conjoined to 51 and then
zeroed because knornm, fol-lows from the fact that if some unknown

phoneme

sequence is presented to a hearer he knor^rs it as a sentence of the language

only if we conjoin to the sentence statements assigning its successive
I

to operator
2.

and argument sets which can have members

phonemes

in those positions.

One-one variants.

In III 1, the pronominal and zero shapes of each variant could be taken
by many operators or arguments, although in a given sentence it is a particular
word or word sequenee that receives the variant.

Arnbiguities can result:

In

the case of pronouns this happens in many situations, since one address is lost
in taking the variant (III 2.4); in the case of zeroLng this happens only if
a different operator-argument sequence may chance to make the

same word sequence

as results from the given zeroing. In III 2, we see situations in which

particular operators or arguments take variants unique to them, with no
arnbiguity unless by chance some other word or variant has the same phonemic
content as does the given variant.

IIIp.
2.L-3
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Attachment.

of the most importdnt types of variant in

many languages, especiall-y

those ca1led inflectional, is attachment. In this, an operator that has
extremely wide normal selection has a variant

ment.

The

variant

may be an

of itself attached to its

argu-

affix (2.1) or an intonation (2.2) which is

added

to the phonemic content of the operator (e.g. tense, or the intonations), after
which the original operator may be zeroed (III 1.3.3, L.4.7) leaving the
attached portion to take its place. Or the variant may be an affix (2.3)

variant of the operator, so that the affix and the original operator

never

both occur together. The great bulk of affixes in a language, as well as the

intonations, can in this

manner be considered as

2.1 Attachment: of inflectional affixes

variants of free-word operators.

(under wh)

The three linear-order operators after, before, as have an exceptional

normal selection in that they have a high l-ikelihood of occurrence on

operator, via the intermediate time-duration words moment, Eiod'

(III

1.

4.3).

Under wh, each

an

etc.

of these can receive a variant consi-sting

respec-

tively of will prefixed or -ed, -s suffixed onto their argument, in addition
to their

own phonemic

content: John doubts Maryrs telephoning, which (i.e.

Mary's telephoning) is before the mail's arrival--)John doubts that_Uarytelephoned before the mailrs arrival.

With the use of this affix the argument

indicator is changed from the affixal form...ts...ing'

eLc., to that (or

whether). Details of this variant, and the further variants which produce

the tense forms, are given in IV 2.
Alghough

after, before, as with

moment,

period, etc. have good li,kelihood

of occurring on every operator, their likelihood is less on the most durative
adjectives, prepositions ' nouns rather than
Ehese the affixal variants are noL attached directly

operators:the ones that
!g

verbs (seen3.1)

and on

become

to the operator but to a carrier be before the oPerator:

I{e will

talk, Ile talked;

LIIp.
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but He wi1-1 be large, Ile was large. Note that if we consider the affixes to
be variants not of a time-order binary (i.e. two-argument) operator before, etc.,

but of a time-location unary (one-argument) operator in the past, etc.,

we

would not have an explanation for the difference between the verbs and the

other operators, since all can be more or less equally in the past or in the
future, but the most durative ones are less likely to be talked of as being
before or after some other event.
2.2 Attachment of intonation.
There are certain Orrrro, ono operators (III

1.4.6) which have normal like-

lihood on almost every operator, i.e. sentence (as second or third argument),
and which have a variant consisting of imposing an intonation on the tensed

form of their argument, dropping the that, whether argument-indicator.
most widespread i" @

The

, N+-SgyL(lg_Sd, Nr rhinks and the like

which can be assumed to stand at the head of every discourse and which impose

period-intonation on their third argument: I say that John will arrive
John will

I say:

.3

arrive.

The r say is then zeroable (rrr 1.r).

r say may also

present at various points inside this third argument of the lead I say,
these may or may not be zeto.

e.g. He is wrong, and I
am prePared

am

be

and

There are nany indications of the zeroed I say,

prepared to say it again€I say he is wrong-, and I

to say it again. Note that it is doubtful whether we can say

He is wrong and T am prepared to say it without some contrastive element in
Ehe and

I...say to contrast with the zeroed initial

I say or I thinl!

(e.g. contrastive-stressed prepared as against just saying, or contrasLivestressed say as against think, or to say it. openly as against the implicit

privately of the first
Somewhat

l_-gjy-).

less likely on certain sent.ential

r^rhether S and Nr fgqqeSle (conmands, etc. ) that
S has

arguments are

S.

Nr asks Nt

Under colnlnan(!'

the "subjunctive" zero t,ense because the time of

S

etc. the

is always later than

IIIp.
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a?

(iV

and although the first argument (subject) in S can
2,
be any noun, the intonation (usually with zeroing of the subject) oecurs only

the ti-me of

command

for the most frequent subject of
that you go-|I eormanded:
tion

comes under

You

51 namely

I
gol.
I

etc.

comrnand:

cormnand

Go!

that he go3 I

Evidence

commanded

that the intona-

etc. is that please occurs other than

request, g|,

verb only under.IffS,

you: I

and under the irnperative

as

intonatj-on: I request

rhar you please go, please gol ({r I request: Please gol) Evid.ence that the
zeroed subject tnder the intonation

is you is

seen

in the self-pronoun:

lr

yourself lTYou wash yourseE.f , I order that you wash yourself

Wash

.

As to ask whether, we have seen that this is obtained from ask operating
on or (II 5.2).

We

have I ask whether he left-ll

ask: Did he leave? with the

tense and auxiliaries (can, etc.) permuting to before the subject, the suffixed
tenses carrying a preceding is, has verb with them and otherwise getting

a

L ask whether S* or 52 or 51'
etc.-l I ask: 51 or SZ or Sq? to which the answer is one or more of the Si or

carrier do.

The

or

may repeaL, and we then have

their denial: I ask: Are you leaving or is he staying?

or may be on-!1'

!* or or !g!_fu is appropriately zeroabLe, and the answer
Igr_39!jJ.: I ask Are you staying or not?, I ask: Are you stay-

-lot 9t, in which
i= J-:$or

The

case

ing? If the serrtences under or are identical excePt for the words in one
position (or in more), the words in one position are collected with intervening

ir

!g

or (by zeroinfil-.2.L and permutationn2.4), whether plus the resultant being
pronouned in a wh-word: I ask whether John left

John or Mary left'?I

ask who left?i

or Mary left-ll

ask whether

ast: mto feftZ (The answer is one of

the pronogned words.) In this way both the yes-no and the "wh" question are
obtained bv the same variants.
There are certain One which can have whether (as

their sentenial- argunent, but which do not impose Ehe

I

know whether

well as that)
l-n tonational

marking

variant:

he left (or not), I know who left, but IJ I know: did

he

IIIp.
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leave?, f I know: Who left? Unlike the Orroo or Orro which impose this
intonation, there are Ono which do not characteristically impose whether

(but rather impose that).

When

whether fo1lor^rs them, it is due to an inter-

mediate appropriately-zeroed operator such as ehoice, alternative (which
impose whether and do have the intonational variant):

do

I know the choice as

to who 1eft.
There is one other important j.ntonation introdueed as a variant for
few extremely widespread operators: chiefly and, for.

When

a

a discourse

contains one of these Ooo, necessarily between two sentenial arguments, (i.e.
each an operator with its arguments and without any operand-indicator, II 5.1),

period intonation can be imposed on the first

argument. The segment up to the

and, for, then becomes what is called a sentence. Most further operators, e.g.
the sameness operators on the and (II 6), do not affect the argument closed
period:

for example, the permuting of the sameness operator (III 2.4)

not then cross into the first

by

does

argument. The sentence is thus relatively

unaffected by what comes later.
have least selectional linitations

And since and, and to a l-esser extent for,

on their arguments, md have no operand-

indicators to undo--i.e. no non-associativity to worry about, the result is
that segmenting a discourse into sentences in this way produces a succession
of least inter-related or interrestricted

segments of the discourse. This is

precisely what the sentences of a discourse are.
After the period intonation, the and, for can take zero variant, by 1.3.3
Thus: I was too tired to stay and I dec_ided to leave{I was too tired to stay.
And I decided to leave.?f

. And also:

ta" too tirea to st

I decided to leave for I was too tired to stay.-)I decidedjo 1eave. For I

too tired to stay.+t a"Sia.a t. f."".. I

.

was

IIIp.
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2.3 Attachment of operators: affixes.
The great

bulk of English affixes (except for those which occur on very

few words) can be described as variants

of "source" operators which have

selection, the variants being short and unstressed (and in

wide

many cases supple:-

tive--i.e. phonemically entirely different from the "source" operator word)
and attached directly to the argument of the t'sourcet' operator--this argunent
being in most situations itself an operator. The variant is a suffix if the
"source" operator was after the argument (either originallyr or due to
compound-petmutation, ITT

2.5);

and the

a

variant is a prefix if the "source"

operator was before the argument (either originally or due to a permutation).

Thus

(1) His being a child is a condition.
(2) Ihe condition of his being a child
(3) I{is child-condition
(4) His childhood
In (2)

we have

l^7as

was happy.

happy.

was happy.

(1) receiving an operand-indicator rmder the further operator

happy; as in all indicators, the former operator is treated as a noun and its
arguments i-n

is quick).

turn receive ...ts, of, lJl (as in

In (g) we have the

cornpound

The quis.kness

of John from John

permutation of III 2.5, in which

condition is permuted with its fol-lowing P N (of...child)

with the P and the

being (the latter being merely the carrier of the operand-indicator -ing)
zeroed

(III 1.4). In (4) the

secondary

of the

compound, already reduced to

stress, is reduced to unstressed and is phonemically replaced by hood.

Lest this deri-vation
consonant

second noun

seem

fanciful, it should

perhaps be noted

with that indicated in the Oxford English Dietionary.

Germanic noun, from which the

that it is

There was

a

Dictionary gives, for example, "Old English

//
child-conditlontt and which, the Dictionary comments, "ceased at length
"ifa-nia
to be used as a separate word and survived as a mere suffix, and is thus noteworthy as a late example of the process by which suffixes aroserr. To this one

IIIp.
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need onlv add that a few words such as condition which approximate the selec-

tion of this

O

n U{a have not ceased to be used as separate word.s, and that

today I s :bqod has approximately

had to
As

the free

r^rora

the relation to thern that the

compouna

-hfa

h/d before.

an example of a prefix at its simplest, consider

(1)

He

is against

(2)

He

is anti-war.

war.

where against is attached to war, with replacement of its phonemes. The

resultant word is now subject to leftward permutation (ttt 2.5), i.e. is what
is ca1led an adjective, whereas the original against war is not:

He is in

the

movement whj-ch

is anti-war)He is in the anti-war movement; but lle is in

the

movement wEich

is against lrar

does

not perrnute ( tt-

. . . the

against war

movement).

The operators which have such wide selection as
meanings and

to give

them very general

high likelihoods are ones like is an event, is a condition,

constitutes an occasion, is of such-and such duration (momentary,

bounded,

relatively pernanent, etc.--these are the classificatory aspect-operators),
yields a product, is not, etc.;

somewhat more

special in meaning, but still

bf very wide selection, are is at a place, is female, is for, is before,
two, three, etc. A11 of these have affixal variants, but

different variants
spread

when attached

many

of

one,

them have

to different words, so that what is wide-

is not the particular affix but its "source" operator.

Affixation is simply a variant which reduces the stress of an operator
and eliminates the word-juncture (phonemic features

its argument; but in additlon,

most

of

pause) between

affixes have entirely different

it

and

phonemes

than the operators whose reductions they are.
The decision as
r,rhether the operator

to whether the variant is a suffix or prefix

is after or before the

argument when

depends on

the unstressing takes

IIIp.
place.

The only variants which move an operator

to before its
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argr:ment, are

the following:

(a)

When

the operator to be affixed is wtrat we nay call a sentence-

classifying Ns (event, process, condition, quality, etc.), and is then

under

a further operator, then the N" with its argument can take an operand-indicator
which puts

it before its argument: e.g. Ilis being a child is a condition

above.

This applies to 1.2-3 in the affix table of IV 4.
(b)

When

the operator to be affixed is an "aspectual" (e.g. have

property, tend to, become, approximate,

b-e

a

potential-, be not, be contrary) it

to before igs frmediate argument (III 2.6), as in His. coercing is
a disposition, He is disposed (or: prone) to coercing. (Iirence, by compound:
can permute

*H. i"

"""t"irg-p*;
This applies to 1.5,6
(c)

When

and by r-rnstressi"ng and phoneme-changing: He
and 2.3-5

is coercive.)

in the affix table.

the operator to be affixed and its argument are under wh, the

zeroing of wh puts the operator imnediatel-y before its argument. One form of

this isr €.g. This is a tax which is (in) excess, This is an excess tax;

wtrence

by unstressing and phoneme-change This is a surtax. This appJ-ies, in different
ways, to 1.7 and 2.6 in the affix tabLe.
The great

bulk of affixes

come from

wide-selection operators which were

before their arguments either originally (1.8,i 2.L,2 or due to the three
permutations

listed above.

suffix, 1.9,

were not before

-1y,

and the -ess type of

their argument.) On most of these oPerators,

permutation (III 2.5) placed the operator after its argument

and

its stress. Unstressing and phoneme-changing on these yields

the

compound

reduced

(Perhaps the adverbial

suffixes.

On

the others, there was no compound pernutation; unstressing

phoneme-changing on these

yields the prefixes.

The

and

only important affix sets

outside of this anal-ysis are the tense (III 2.1), plural, and the operand-

indicators (II 1.2; 4).

the

IIIp.
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In IV 2, a tabLe is given of the types of prefix and suffix variants of
operators. Meanwhile, a few

cornments may

be in order as to the reasons for

That some operator is contained in certain of the "nominali-

such an analysis.

zations" of sentences (or of verbs, etc.) is clear from the fact that the

further operators

upon these

nominalizations differ.

Thus ure have That John

erred is a fact, ...is clear and Johnrs having erred is a fact, ...is

clear

...is clear. Also That the bank closed is
but hardly *John's
"rror is " fa*,
. In contrast,/ th"t lohtt
a fact, but hardly *Th. b""kts closure i
erred. was frequent,

{ Johnrs having erred

was frequent, but

J Johnrs erring

!f Johnrs errors were freguent, but hardly @
were frequent. Then r+e, have"The bankrs closure (but better: closing)
was frgquent,

constituted a sad occasion, butf Tha! the bank closed cogstituted a

occasion.
was

And Johnrs childhood was happy,

but{

sad

Jo-hn's having been a child

happy. Johnts error consisted in missing a minus sign, but not *Ihat

erred consisted...

We

John

have His receipL of the letter was a great moment, but

Ilis reception of their ideas was cord_ial.
From all this we see that different suffixes come under different further

operators (is a fact, is freque-nt, constitute a sad occasion, is happy, is
cordial).

However, the correlations are very complex, and are made much more

simple if we posit a set of intermediate operators, which we can actually find
as paraphrastie transforms added to these suffixes, which on the one hand have

a regular selection to these further operators, and on the other hand impose
a particular suffix on particuLar arguments under them (often, different
suffixes on different arguments, but in a listable way). These intervening
operators are a few words such as event, process, colLditionr ggality which
have a wide selection--operating normally on many but not all operators--and

are thus ready candidates for receiving reduced variants, i.€. the affixes.
The further operators act on the intervening operators (which have become affixes)

IIIp.
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and have their seleetion to these intervening operators. Thus in John's early

childhood was happy we have wh on Johnrs being a child was a state, T'he state
was early, and all this under wh to The state was happy yielding The early

state of Johnrs being a child was happl, Johnrs early childhood was happy.
Here more than elsewhere it is cl-ear that we can not think of the variants

as being derivations.

Many indeed

these cases the free words may

variant not of its

same word

no\^r

are derived from free words, but even in
be unused, so that the affix is now

a

as free operator but of whatever words are

now

being used in place of the free oecurrences of the original word: e.g. -hood

is now a variant of state, condition or the like rather than of the no-longerused free occurrences of the earlier form of hood. This nonderivational situa-

tion is buttressed bv several faetors:

On the one hand there is much historieal

evidence of analogic extension (including nonceforms) of a suffix to arguments
on which the free word operator had not acted (e.g. in the Oxford English

Dictionary, trnder many of the suffixes).

On the other hand there are cases of

a suffix, which was indeed a suffixed form of a free word operator, changing
its meaning over certain argunents in such a way that the original subjects

and

objects of that argument no longer occur under that suffix, so that the suffix
can no longer be considered a transform of the operator from which it

r,las

derived. Finally, it will be seen later that the whole rel-ation of derivation
is not essential to the present theory, since the variants are taken at fixed
points in the formation of a sentence (namely, at the moment when the operator
and argument which alone are involved meet, and when the physical--i.e.

phonemie--

conditions for the variant, if such are stated, are rnet): that is to say, the
variants have no freedom of ordering such as could be expressed by an ordering

of derivation.
Despite the occasional use of a derivational mark above, the free word

operator is only a variant of the suffix, i.e. it is a phonernically different

ITIp.
form which has the same operator-argument status as does the affix,
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and which

has approximately the same selection (over the domain on which the affix is used).

It is important to note that the occurrence of the affixes on words is
determined not merely by the word but also by the position of the word

as

operator or argument in a sentence. Thus it is not child that receives -hood
but only being a child (i.e. child as operator, or alternatively as object of
The childhood fell down frorn The child fell
f
down, and the only occurrences of ctrif4bqg{ are in operator occurrenees of

is-mernber-of-set): there is no

a

chi1d. Affixation is thus made in syntactic conditions, and the syntactic
relation of an affix to its argument can always be expressed by the relation
of some operator on that argument, the operator (not necessarily a single word)
being so chosen as to have approximately the

same

inequalities of likelihood

in respect to its set of arguments as the affix has in respect to the set of
words to which it is attached. Examples of this r,qill be seen in TV 2. This

of a free-word paraphrase satisfying the criteria for being a
transformati-on exists even for heavily I'inflectlonal" language, e.g. Latin, in

possibility

which no free-word derivation of many of the affixes is available.

2.4-B Permutation. There are certain conditions in which particular
kinds of operators can move in respect to (chiefly, permute with) their
arguments. For English, these are as follows:
2.4 Moving to addressee. There are two permutations which bring oPerators that include (refer to) addresses outside them over to the address to
which they refer.

2.4.1 The sameness operator. In II 617 it was seen that we must assume'
in sentences containing pronoun (ineluding wh-) and repetitional zero, the
availability
word

of a variant such as with address q_in argument t having

(or: refe4nq) as address b in

argument

2.

The occurrence

of the pronoun

and zero are most easily stated if we assume a permutation of this operator

IIIp.
to imrnediately after
occupant

of that

one

address

of the

addresses mentioned

plus the

now irnnediately

in it,
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whereupon the

following sameness-operator

takes as variant a pronoun or zeto. This procedure makes it tnnecessary to
have any special gramlatical statements

metadiscourse operators

for pronouning and zeroing, given

of IT 617. For a rather similar permutation is

the

found

within the non-metadiscourse material of sentences (III 2.4.2 beloro), and
somerohat differently in pennuting the subject-referring operators (III 2.6.2).
And having a

variant

(pronoun

or zero) for a particular

word-sequence (word

plus metadiscourse operator) is no different from any other case of a urord or

to state that
a noun is pronouned ttif it has the same referent as anothertt or even rrif on
the sentenee containing it there operates a sameness operator referring to it".)

word sequence taking a

In particular,

variant. (That is to say, we do not

when the address-bearing operator above

(two-or-more-argument) operator (wash, because, and,

right after either

one

of the stated addresses,

need

is on any single

etc.) then it

whereupon

can move to

the occupant plus

the address-bearing operator together take an appropriate pronoun as variant:
The doctorsr experience
lobotoury

*)

with lobotomy

made

the doctors avoid

with 1.2. having the same wotd as 2.2

The doctorst experience

with lobotomy with 1.2 hawing the

same

word as 2.2 made the doctors avoid lobotomy

4 ftre doctorst experience with it
same

made

When

the single operator is and, or, but and the

last

nunrbers

lobotomy.

trrro addresses have the

(i.e. refer to corresponding positions in the two arguments),

and the address-bearing operator has moved

ment

the doctors avoid

(only), then the

to the address in the

second argu-

occupant plus the address-bearing operator together take

the variant zetoa
John can solve the probl-em and Frank

1.1 having the

same word

will try to

sol-ve the problem with

as 2.1.1 and _1.1-.2 having the same referent as 2.1.1.2

IIIp.
(argument 1 is can, 1.1 is solve, 2 is wil1,2.1

try,2.1.1
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solve; 1.1.2 is

problem, 2.I.1.2 is problern). With permutation (which is vacuously satisfied

here) and zeroing, we have: John can solve the problern and Frank will try to.
When

the address-bearing operator is on a pair of sentences (i.e. when it

is an Ooo), it moves to right after the address in its second argrrnent (i.e.
the second sentence), whereupon the occupant plus the following
operator takes the appropriate wh-pronoun (in

some

sameness

situations, that)

as

variant and there is a required moving of rh- pronoun (with any preceding N P-noun plus preposition) to the head of the second sentence. While there is no
happy paraphrase for the co[nective status of the wh, we can write:

with 1.1 having same referent as 2.2 in I

A raan entered

know a

man

A man entered whom I know.

2.4.2 Second-sentence residue. In two of the above three cases, namely

after and, or, but

and

in the wh case, the varlant described j'rt 2.4.1 produces

out of a pair of argument sentences a second-place sentence in which one or
more

positions are apparently enpty. This permits, and in the case of

vi.rtually requires, a further permutation of the residual
the operator heading it:

its and, or, but;

and

wh

second sentence (with

of course its wh) to next to

the antecedent in the first sentence, i.e. next to that first-sentence

that

had been given

in the address-bearing operator which had created

address

the

second-sentence residue.

Specifically, the and-residue

can move to before

this

address

in

the

first sentence (before the last, if there are more than one sameness-addresses).
In view of the corresponding-address requirement for
means

that the and-residue

whose corresponding words

moves

in the

can solve Lhe problem and Frank
and Frank

zeroLng r:nder and,

to right after the words in the first
second have

not been zeroed. Thus in

will try to the permutation yiel-ds

*i11 try to, solv. the pro

this

sentence
John

John can,

, a form whieh is stylistically

more

IIIp.
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comfortable if the zeroed material was longer (i.e. if the antecedent of the

zeroing, here solve the problem is very long, see III 2.7).

first
will

argument has been zeroed, the permutation

sol-ve the problem and Frank

is virtually required:

John

will solve the problem+*.1"h" niill solve

problem and Frank-lJohn and Frank
argument

If all but the

the

will solve the problem. If the second

but not its operator have been zeroed, the permutation is required:

John heard the problem and John solved the problem{John heard the problem and

solvedlJohn heard and solved

In the wh case, the
address

second-sentence residue

in the first sentence (there

after the antecedent:
The

.

is

moved

can be only one

A man entered whom

to right after

the

here), i.e. to right

I knowlA man whom I

know entered.

effect of this permutation, in the case of one-position residues under

and, or, !ut, is to create conjoint word sequences which occupy, in the first
sentence, the position of one word in it:
and

in the

case

John and Frank, heard and solved;

of wh, it is to create rnodifiers to an antecedent which to-

gether with the antecedent--the "modified[ word--constitute a word-sequence
occupying the position
seen

of the antecedent in the first sentence. It will

in IV 3 that all modj-fiers, not only adjectival but also

be

adverbs and

subordinate clauses, come from this.

2.1 After zeroing of wh. After the zeroing of wh-is (rrl L.3.2),

which

occurs only after the permutation to antecedent' certain short second-sentence
residues can or must move further, to before the antecedent. This further
permutation is required when the residue is what is characterized in 3.1

as

A (adjective) with optional adverbs on it:
A man entered who

is tall?A

rnan who

is tall entered?A tall

man

entered.

This includes adjectives (and certain adjective-like aspectual- operators) which

IIIp.
have been attached

to their

arguments
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(III 2.5.1):

The audience

is prone to receive things'{

The audience

is receptive to things I

The audience

is receptive.
is receptive J

He

wiLl

meet an audience which

He

will

meet a receptive audience.

This permutation rarely takes place if the residue is what is character-

ized in 3.1 as preposition (r^rith or without following noun) or adverb:
The man who

is here phoned

?he perurutation never occurs

word

alone:

if

The man here phoned.

rrrhat

is zeroed is not wh- is but

a wh-

man I knew entere{-.
A man whom I knew entered.-?A
€#

The permutation

of adverbs and subordinate conjunctions

g

(because, etc.)

It will be seen in^3.3 that He left
hurriedly, which is because of her phoning him (or: because she Phoned him)
is

due

to this zeroing of which is.

yields,

upon zeroing

of which is: He, because of her

phoning him,

hurriedly; Because of her phoning him, he left hurriedly.

When

left

the antecedent

(which has been pronouned into the thi"h) is a sentence, the permuEation of

the second-sentence residue after zeroing which is can be either to before
the inmediate argument (i.e. the tense of the first
the whole operand (i.e. the whol-e of the first

sentence) or to before

sentenee).

2.5.1 Compounds. There is a particularl-y irnportant case of this permutation when the residue is a nour (second argument) preceded by its appropriate
or indefinite-appropriate operator (verb or preposition).

As the residual noun

(after the zeroing of III 1.4.2) permutes with its antecedent, this appropriate
operator is zeroed and the antecedent received a reduced stress:
They developed an engine which is specially for (or: works with) steamt'
They developed a steam engine.

IIIp.
This permutation occurs also when the

above conditj"ons
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(zeroing of of or

certain other prepositlons, between nouns) arise even not as a residue of
zeroed which

is.

Thus:

His burning of books was typical-;)Itis book-burning was typical.
He

is a teacher of physicslHe is a physics*teaeher.

(in both of these, the appropriate prepositi-on
the operand-indicator)

r^/as

not an operator but part of

.

.

2.6 O.

+f,r

There

is a wide-ranging problern of

-like) operators which occur not after their immediate argument but
before it (i.e. between it and its own first argument): John can go (where can
is an operator on g) , John does sky-writing (where do is an operator on glit..).
Oo

(or

Oo

This different. operator-position is due in
requirement

some cases

of an Ooo operator that had originally

to a change in

been

in that position

(2.6.1) and in other cases to an alternative position for original

(2.6.2).

The permutation Ln

argument-

Oo operators

2.6.2 can descriptively be treated as on the analogy

of the position of 2.6.1, but there is no historical evidence of this. Nor is
there a clean explanation in terms of likelihood for the distinction

among Oo

which do or do not have the alternative position.

2.6.L

The

auxil-iaries.

position: John can go,

The words can' may'

John may

slight modifications of their

etc. occur only in this

go. Their sentence occurrences today are only

sentence-occurrences

at a time when their object-

to m Oro operator' roughly
tto knowt, and may to m On or Orro operator, roughly tto have power, to endurel

requirements

differed from today:

can going back

In most of their occurrences they have been specialized in meaning and requirement: so that the second (sentential) argument of ean must have the same
subject (first argument) as

c€ln

itsel-f does, this subject being therefore

necessarily zeroed (the subject of go above is John); and so that may is
connected

to a following operator (as second

argurnent

or as connected sentence)

IIIp.
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where again the subject of the following operator is always the same as that

of may, and is always zeroed.

We

thus have in John can go a seeond argument

consisting of John go with zeroed subject. The result is that cants
requirement in historical

English is the pair John, go, with go having

as subject, that is to say the content of a sentence John goes, or of
operator

argument
John

an

with John as subject (even though the occurrence of John in

go

John

can go is an occurrence not of the subject of go, but of the antecedent of the

subject gc).

The position of can is that of an operator whose argument is the

pair John, John goes (*.ionn_can tttat .lott" go), but its

argument

in historical

English is a single sentence, i.e. the operator go with its argument John.
2.6.2 Permuted Oo. There are several important sets of Oo operators
which, unlike can, may, occur in

Oo

position, but also in the position of can,

may: Johnrs studying continued, John continued studying.

Some

of these occur

also, somewhat marginally, as Orro: John continued the childrenrs taking music

lessons. fn such cases it

may be

as being from John continued

possible to consider John contlnug!_ si!34[!gg

his studying, a zero-causative (IV 2)

John had Johnrs studying continue,

from

or the like.

For other Oo operators there is no Orro form rrhich can be explained in this

way:

John

is able to drive, Jobnfs driving is an ability (of his).

And there

are Oo operators which occur only in the pre-argument position: John is

hunting (until recently also John is a-hunting, earlier also I

etc.);
-i

John

is gone; The jewelry

was stolen by someone on the

gone; John has a walk; John does sky-writingl John can not
seek paraphrases, as close

am upon

writing,

inside; John has

write.

We could

to the given operator-words as possible, which would

have the same strong selection

or

argument-domain

restrictions as these operator

words do (but could have additional weaker selection

also),

and which would

occur in the usual position for an Oo operator, e.g. (very roughly): for

is (a-) itg Joh

--

; for is -e,n: John's going took

IIIp.
place, The jewel-ryfs_gtealing by

someone
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on the inside took place; for has -en:

Johnfs going took place by now; for has a: Johnrs walking is an iten (or:

an

event); for does: Johnrs sky-writing is regular (occupational) for not:
JohnlS_being able.to write ig not so. The particular choice of operators in

the Oo posi-tion is not essential, pending our finding the closest paraphrase.
They have to express not only the overt meaning of the pre-argument operator
and match its selection, but also express its aspectual meaningl for all of

these have an aspectual effect, upon their argument verbs, as is seen not only

directly--i.e.

in the further operators which act upon them, but also indireetly

(e.g. if we compare the meanings of all the -en suffixes, not only in is gone,
i-s stolen, has gone, but also in faded, cu.ltured, wooden, etc.).
The only point that is essential here is that it is possible to restate

these out-of-place operators by operators in the usual position, not of course
as sources but as inequality-preserving transforms. The additional effect of

the out-of-place operators, as being operators on the subject as well as on the
argument-verb, can be e>gressed by a metalinguistic operator on the restatement:

thus for John is able to drive not merely Johnrs driving is an ability but
Johnrs driving is an ability

of the subject's .

We can

then say that the

of such a metalinguistic (subject-referring) operator on a "correctlyplaced" post-argument Oo is the occasion for permuting the Oo (with complete
occurrence

phoemic change)

to before its argument, i.e. to after the referred-to subject.

This permutation would be similar to those of III 2.4.

2.7 Length permutation. A quite different permutation provides that
eertain short operators (or operators plus their second objects)

may permute

to before long second arguments of their argunent. Thus, given slowly

as

operator on read in John read the books we get John read the books slowly

not John read slowly the books. But if the
lengthened by residues

of

"h-

ot and, or,

seeond argument

of read is

we have a permutation

tor

e.B.

and

IIIp.
John read slowly the many books which were on the reading

list.
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Also, if

out operates on maj.led in John rnailed the clippings, we get John rnailed the
clippings out or, by relative length as above, John mailed out the clippings.
But if this sentence is joined to another with a s€rmeness operator on the

clippings, the pronouring is shorter so that it precedes out: John mailed
them

out,

and not

/

.lohn rnailed out them.

2.8 Episodic permutations.

There are certain permutations which are

special to particular operator situations, and do not

seem

to be related to

special likelihoods.

2.8.1

Permuted operand

indicator; the passive.

is the permutation in the operand indicator
(II 4). English has the following forms: (1) one ordering with the first
Perhaps the most important

first: The settlersr chopping trees (The settlersr tree-chopping is
\
The siogrng_:l_birds,
due to 2.5.!; (2) all orderings with the operator first:
i-

argument

Chopping (of) trees by thej;ettlers,

The chopping by the settlers of the trees;

(3) and one ordering with the second argument first
the settlers).

(ffr" tr.."t

"tt.ppt"g
A somevrhat different form of the operator being first is

by

found when it is an Oo operator in noun form: The fact of the settlerst
chopping trees (or: of the treesf chopping by the settlers,

settlers chopping trees is a fa.ct. It
forms is indeed stylistic,

may

etc.) frorn

The

be that the choice among these

i.e. gramnatically free and not due to any

added

operator. One of them is of great importance as the basis of the passive

and

of certain nominalizations whose relation to the passive is often unrecognized.
The nominalizations are obtained by var{ous N" becorning suffixes on (3) The

accused's acquittal by the judge, and on (2) T " acq,t1tl"l_of the a"cts"d by
the judge, as against on (1) The judgers acquittal of the accused. Other

of N" operating on (3) or (2), with characteristic bLplus subject; on
(3) Kig;inger's appointment by Nixon, Nixonrs impeachment by Congress, as wel1,

cases

IIIp.
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of course, as on (1) Congress' impeachrnent of Nixon), Hiq e_1gg!ron_!y_!be
convention,His selection by the caucus, Theig,grl.est by the police; on (2)
The choice

of

model

by the buyers. As to the passive and passive adjective,

it is obtained when the is-en aspectual operalor acts on (3).

The accused

is acquitted by the judg_e, He was elected by the convention, etc.

(That the

passive has particular aspectual properties, somewhat more durative than the
corresponding active, is knor^m from considerations such are adduced in IV
and IV 4.L.6.

2

Note that neither (3) and (2) nor the passive exist for be,

which is not an original operator, and for cost, weigh, etc., whose "object'r

is not really a second argument. There are languages which have something
akin to a passive without having a permutation of type (3) in the operandIn these languages the basis for the seeond argument appearing in

indieator.
first

place is different,

and is in some cases related to a reflexive or

niddle form.
2.8.2 Special-word permutations..
When

morphemes

whether is replaced by question intonatj-on as its variant, the tense

will and -ed, -s (with do as their phonemic carrier) permute with

the subject; if the -ed or -s are suffixed to be or to have-en (and optionally
to have otherr'rise) they permute wiLh these instead of getting the do-: Will
he go?, Did he go?, Is he going?

When

not (or contrastive stress) appears

before its verb argument (2.6), the tenses precede not as they precede Lhe
subject under the question intonation:

He did not go, He has not gone, He does go.

There are several special permutations unrelated to likelihood, mostly

optional, and many literary or rare rather than colloquial.

The great bulk of

these are of two types: object subject verb (This I can say, Firm she was,
So it was that he agreed); and (for a special set of short adverbs) adverb verb

subject (Nearby sat a man, Now comes the question, Littl-e did he kngw, So am I;
relaLed to this is the There form as in There is a man here).
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Required Morphophonem'ics. These are (generally) required variants--

3.

not optional

and

not related to likelihood (i.e. reduced informatj-on)-- that

certain operators and arguments take different (not nece"".rfify shorter)
phonemic shapes when they meet
Thus

particular

arguments

knife has the form knive when operated

morpheme

or operators respectively.

on by the

has different forms depending on the final

plural,

and the plura1

_voicedness

or simply the

identity of the nouns on which it operates. Similarly, be has different

forms

under'the different tenses, etc., and do has different forms under the tenses;

this applies to

them both as operators and as tense-carriers.-

There are al-so cases
requirement

of

of discontinuous

morphemes (which appear as the

"agreementrr), which are more connon

tionbl than English.

Thus

if the first

argument

in

languages more

of an operator is a noun under

plural or and, or is I, you, the present-tense -s of the operator is
The operator

infleczeroed.

be (as in Let it be.) occurs as tense-carrier for the opera-

tors (adjectives, prepositions,

nouns) whose tenses are

to them.(IV 3.t).ft i" this that

makes every

not suffixed directly

English sentence contain a verb.

Also, in those situations in which operators reeeive tense-affixes as variants

of ti-me-order operators on them (Tlf 2.1) , operators which are under no timeorder receive an -s tense: that is to say, the -s tense suffix is a variant
of the time-order 6perator as

(same

time as) in certain situations and also of

the absence of any time-order operator in those situations. It is thus that
we have

a present-tense in such time-less sentences as I\uo plus two equals fgur,

it is for this reason that every English sentence has a tense (even the
imperativ€, €.g. Please speak up., when we go back to the operator that introand

duces the

intonation: I requestJou that you please speak up, I request you:

Please speak up.).

o,-
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Finally, those "counttt nouns (whether for objects, e.g. book, or situations,
e.g. mistake) which have a high likelihood of being

enrmrerated,

i.e. of

being

operated on by a nuuiber-word, are required

to carry a if they do not carry

deictic or quantifier or plural (IV 6.4,5)

and are

not

t.ain appropriate operators: the school, that sbhool,

second arguments

some

a

of cer-

school, school-s, a.

sctrool all as subjeets of closed down; but also Sehool is good for you (frour
Going

to school...);

and The carpenter works

at a school (or: inside a school-,

near a school, etc. ) but The students work hard e! qchqg-! (here at is appro-

priate and cannot be replaced by any locational preposition).
A11 these required variants must be incl-uded even

in

sentences which take

no optional variants, and which are otherwise constructed purely by the material

of II

above.

